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Did a Single Amino Acid Change
Make Ebola Virus More Virulent?
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A mutation in the Ebola virus glycoprotein arose early during the 2013–2016 epidemic and domi-
nated the viral population. Two studies by Diehl et al. and Urbanowicz et al. now reveal that this
mutation is associated with higher infectivity to human cells, representing the clearest example
of Ebola’s functional adaptation to human hosts.
Since its original detection 40 years ago,

the Ebola virus has been on epidemiolo-

gists’ radar due to its virulence and high

mortality index. Nevertheless, the West

African Ebola epidemic of 2013–2016

was unprecedented in human impact,

eventually resulting in more than 28,000

cases and 11,000 deaths and exhausting

the public health system of multiple coun-

tries. After initial introduction into Guinea

in late 2013, ongoing human-to-human

transmission allowed the virus to evolve

and accumulate mutations relative to

this initial infection (Gire et al., 2014). In

early 2014, the viral glycoprotein (GP)

mutant A82V appeared and spread, even-

tually coming to dominate the viral popu-

lation with more than 90% of sequenced

viruses bearing the A82V mutation

(Figure 1). In this issue of Cell, two com-

plementary studies characterize the infec-

tivity patterns of A82V across different cell

types (Diehl et al., 2016; Urbanowicz

et al., 2016) and other GPmutants (Urban-

owicz et al., 2016). Both studies find a

clear pattern of increased infectivity in

human cells, consistent with a fitness

advantage of 82V over 82A. This repre-

sents the clearest example to date of

functional adaptation of Ebola virus to

the human host after spill-over from its an-

imal reservoir.

Both studies build off of three important

molecular clues that emerged from earlier

work by several labs. First was the unam-

biguous identification of the NPC1 protein

(Nieman-Pick Disease protein) as the

bona fide receptor for Ebola virus (Carette

et al., 2011; Côté et al., 2011). Second
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was the identification of the binding inter-

face between the GP protein of Ebolavi-

ruses and NPC1 via structural studies

(Bornholdt et al., 2016; Gong et al.,

2016; Wang et al., 2016). Third was the

discovery that this battle for binding affin-

ity had led to rapid evolution at the inter-

action interface, such that NPC1s from

different mammals are differentially sus-

ceptible to binding and entry by Ebolavi-

ruses (Ng et al., 2015). This suggested

the possibility that, in the course of the hu-

man epidemic, the Ebolavirus GP protein

could change its NPC1 binding prefer-

ence from reservoir species (most likely

fruit bats) to improve binding to human

NPC1. This possibility was further sug-

gested by the fact that a single amino

acid change that mapped right in the

middle of the presumed NPC1 binding

interface spread widely in the West Afri-

can epidemic. Armed with this important

insight, both research teams took slightly

different tactics to investigate the case

for Ebola virus adaptation to their (new)

human hosts.

The first study (Diehl et al., 2016)

focused primarily on the A82V mutation

(the authors also studied and discarded

additional mutations T230A and D637G

that occurred later in the A82V lineage).

Using pseudotyping assays in which a re-

porter lentivirus’ glycoprotein is switched

with a test GP—in this case from Ebolavi-

rus—the authors showed that the single

A82V mutation is able to confer increased

infectivity in a variety of primate cells,

including human dendritic cells, which

are a target for Ebolavirus during the
vier Inc.
course of an infection. Furthermore, they

show that this increased infectivity by

A82V is a direct result of virus entry into

host cytoplasm and not due to an intrinsic

protein processing or stability determi-

nant. Intriguingly, this increased infectivity

is only observed in primate cells, which

share a conserved NPC1 domain that in-

teracts with Ebola GP. In contrast, this

mutation does not impact infection in ro-

dent or carnivore cells, making the strong

case for a primate- (and likely human-)

specific adaptation, although Diehl et al.

(2016) do not directly examine infectivity

in bat cells. To examine the epidemiolog-

ical consequences of this mutation in the

context of the epidemic, the authors

then examined whether the A82V muta-

tion conferred increased viremia and

mortality. Indeed, they find that there

was an increased mortality associated

with A82V, although the effect size is

modest, reflecting the inherent difficulty

of evaluating an ongoing epidemic rather

than a controlled trial.

The second study (Urbanowicz et al.,

2016) explicitly tested for infectivity differ-

ences in Ebolavirus infectivity of cells from

the presumed reservoir hosts, fruit bats

and humans. This experimental design

and use of slightly different human cell

lines allowed them to uncovermore subtle

adaptations in the transition from bat to

human hosts. As a result, Urbanowicz

et al. (2016) find that, in addition to a large

effect of A82V, there were additional in-

creases in primate-specific infectivity

associated with subsequent changes in

GP: R29V, T206M, and T230A. Studying
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Figure 1. Evolutionary Course of the 2013–2016 Ebola Epidemic
A time-resolved phylogenetic tree showing the evolutionary relationships among 1,261 Ebola viruses
sampled during the 2013–2016West African epidemic is depicted. Viruses (circles) are colored according
to geographic division within Guinea (green hues), Sierra Leone (blue hues), and Liberia (orange hues).
Internal branches are colored based on phylogeographic reconstruction given sampled locations and
evolutionary relationships. This reconstruction estimates that the glycoprotein (GP) 82 mutation occurred
around February 2014 in the Guéckédou prefecture of Guinea but immediately spread to the Kailahun
district of Sierra Leone and from there drove the majority of overall epidemic. This phylogenetic recon-
struction is taken from thewebsite http://www.nextstrain.org/ebola/ by Richard Neher and Trevor Bedford
that has maintained a real-time view of Ebola evolution (subject to data availability) since June 2015.
mutations that occurred independently in

multiple sub-lineages, the authors are

also able to identify convergent evolution

in a pair of mutations—P330S and

G480D—that together further increase

infectivity in the ancestral 82A lineage.

The authors speculate that still other

changes (I371V and P375S) may be

required to epistatically compensate for

any folding or conformational defects

that may be associated with A82V. These

findings are interesting because they

argue that adaptation was not a single

event. Although the original A82V was

important for increased human infectivity,

Ebola virus lineages continued to adapt

and evolve to their human hosts, in

some cases employing the same adaptive

path for increased virulence in humans.

Finally, they show a clear trade-off in

terms of use of host NPC1; many of the

mutations associated with primate-spe-

cific adaptation are associated with a
loss of infectivity in bat cells. This further

makes the case for primate-specific

adaptation because these mutations

would be less tolerated during infections

of reservoir species. Intriguingly, the new

findings also allow the authors to bolster

the case that fruit bats, and not insectivo-

rous bat species, are indeed the reservoir

species for Ebola viruses; the latter are

non-permissive for all of the variants

tested.

It would appear that both studies have

the ‘‘smoking gun’’ evidence to make the

case for molecular adaptation in Ebola

leading to increased human virulence. In

many respects, the dense sampling and

sequencing of Ebola genomes due to

the herculean efforts of many researchers

(some of whom were fatally infected dur-

ing their studies) makes this perhaps one

of the best examples of ‘‘catching the vi-

rus in the act.’’ However, as both research

teams point out, although it seems unar-
guably clear that the A82V mutation af-

fects viral binding and infectivity in human

cells, it is necessarily difficult to connect

this single molecular change to observed

transmission patterns in the epidemic.

This is because there is an unavoidable

confounding of the genotype of the virus

(82A versus 82V) and its environmental

circumstances. In fact, in a remarkable

coincidence, the A82V mutation appears

to have occurred alongside the initial

movement of virus from Guinea into

Sierra Leone around April 2014 (Gire

et al., 2014). This lineage arriving into

Sierra Leone was remarkably successful,

spreading throughout Sierra Leone into

Liberia and subsequently back into

Guinea (Figure 1). However, without the

possibility of historical replicates, it’s

impossible to say whether it was the

epidemiological circumstances surround-

ing the arrival into Sierra Leone or muta-

tions to the virus itself that propelled this

lineage to dominance.

Equally difficult to pin down is the ques-

tion of why A82V may have been appar-

ently more successful in its new human

hosts. Adaptation to the human host

may occur at different scales. Viruses

within a host will compete with one

another to spread from cell to cell most

rapidly. If there’s variation of the virus

population within an individual host, we

expect the variant that’s better able to

replicate to increase in frequency. This,

in turn, can promote the transmission of

the adaptive variant, even if selection is

acting entirely at the within-host level.

Conversely, selection may also act at the

between-host level, wherein hosts that

are infected with a more transmissible

variant will more often spread virus to sec-

ondary infections, and the transmissible

variant will increase in frequency in the

overall epidemic. There is an important

difference in the strength of natural selec-

tion between these two scenarios. In the

within-host scenario, assuming an adap-

tive variant has a 1% replication advan-

tage (and assuming a cellular doubling

time of 8 hr), then we expect the adaptive

variant to increase by 42% in frequency in

the course of 15 days. In the between-

host scenario, assuming an adaptive

variant confers a 1% transmission advan-

tage (and assuming a 23-day epidemic

doubling rate), then we expect the adap-

tive variant to increase by 0.7% in
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frequency in the course of 15 days. This is

ignoring stochastic effects, which will

have a larger impact on the between-

host transmission process. Thus, a simple

back-of-the-envelope calculation sug-

gests that selection for within-host cell-

to-cell spread is likely to have a strong

knock-on effect on what variants end up

transmitting between hosts.

This leaves us with the hypothesis that

A82V may well have promoted spread of

Ebola during the West African epidemic,

but that A82V likely did not arise due to

selection to promote spread. A similar

observation exists in the influenza litera-

ture, where transient spill-over events

from the animal reservoir often show a

characteristic pattern in which signature

adaptations occur very early on in the hu-

man-to-human transmission chain (Chen

et al., 2006). However, in previous influ-

enza pandemics, the acquisition of ge-

netic data lagged behind epidemic

spread, and so the initial key events in

the transmission chain were not obvious.
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For the West African Ebola epidemic,

case detection and sequencing was rapid

enough to observe adaptation in real time.

This creates the opportunity for tools

to track and identify the spread of adap-

tive variants to improve public health

response. In that respect, the two studies

appearing in this issue of Cell set the

stage and the standard to take field ob-

servations and forensically tie them to

molecular adaptations via detailed labo-

ratory reconstructions
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Generation of biologic diversity is a cornerstone of immunity, yet the tools to investigate the causal
influence of genetic and environmental factors have been greatly limited. Studies from the Human
Functional Genomics Project, presented in Cell and other Cell Press journals, integrate environ-
mental and genetic factors with the direction and magnitude of immune responses to decipher
inflammatory disease pathogenesis.
The first step in defining the inflammatory

nature of human infectious and autoim-

mune diseases came from breakthroughs

in light microscopy, beginning over two

centuries ago, through the examination

of organs in diseased patients. Following

waves of subsequent technological

advance,many distinct clinical syndromes

have since been identified, and it has
become clear that both genetic inherit-

ability and environmental factors play

important roles. Yet, until recently, the

tools to investigate causality by these fac-

tors were greatly limited, and why human

immune responses are so variable be-

tween individuals has largely remained

unknown. A critical turning point toward

addressing these questions has been the
sequencing of the human genome and

the subsequent adaptation of technolo-

gies to facilitate whole-genome investi-

gation of germlines, transcriptomes, and

epigenomes. Genome-wide association

scans (GWAS) have, for example, allowed

theunbiasedclusteringof genetic variation

defining human autoimmune diseases

(Fahr et al., 2015), and we now know that
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